
 

In order to none easilydescribe wave

packett it will be useful towork with
the momentumdistribution In addition

we will find there's a wellestablished

way for getting from the momentum

representation to the position representation

for the freeparticle So we will start from

the wave vector eigenstates
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Lets operate on 4k withpa
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Because operating on 4h41 with f gives



as a constant times Hdx then we

know that the wayvector eigenstates are
also momentumeigenstates
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or think
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In modernphysics youlearned about wave

particle duality likely first by learning
the deBroglie relationship hpT

this inference from late 19thcenturyiiearly20th
Centuryphysics falls out of the freeparticle
results
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Gives p LEGE or X Yp

Energy Eigenstates and TimeEvolution

Bk there's no potential Vix in the Hamiltonian

of the free particle
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The womaneigenstates ffp x are alse

energy eigenstates with eigenvalue Ep PYzm

So time evolution is quitestraightforward
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Notice this has the form f x Vt where
IV4 Them half the classical speed
B c this is the phasevelocity



Individual MomentumEigenstates are notQMnormalizable

Lets go back to looking at a given momentum

eigenstate
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Lets compute the probability density
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Every Basis Wehave used so far hashad
3 properties

Laila j f j
orthogonal

Normal
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What the heck dowedo with Yplx then

We typically will workwith a distributionsof
Momentum eigenstates this turns outto

solve our mathematicalproblem it is
also experimentally valid as there's usually
some distribution ofmomenta

To dothis we will need to adapt our properties

to our new continuous basis

Orthonormality

To adapt Laila fi to a continuous basis

we introduce the Dirac Delta function

the Dirac f is an infinitely thin infinitely
tall function located at a given location
in the case of flex Xo its located at x xo

Thecritical property
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Conceptually the Dirac 8 is the

limit of shrinking width growing height
uniform distribution

i

Wehave a S function
at x o

Returningto Momentum Egenstates
our new orthonormality condition is
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with YpCx AeP'Mhind Cfp Ht AeipHk

we find we can normalize4plx with A IF
this proofrelies on a doing a Fouriertransform

actually an inverse transform which you will
walk through in your homework



A Dirac Normalized MoureunentumEigenstate
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Completeness

We have understood completeness as being able
to

write any general
state vector as a linear

combination of basis States
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coefficients
for each basis

vector
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In a continuousbasis like the momentum

eigenstates of the freeparticle we

have to add up over all possiblemomentum
States so
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We can use the completeness relationship to

express any general state in the momentum

basis
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wehave themomentum the momentumbasis

already adf.inonutenaYjppcx 410 thsfaYoematom

seen Wavefunction
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To go anyfurther we need split dip



Touriertransferus
Now we see again why our initial choice

of eikx paid off 44 is just
the fiver transfer of Gcpd
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that means Glp is obtained by the

inverse Fourier transform of 4Cx
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